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Abstract— Data is an essential part of every economy, 

industry, organization, business function and individual and 

it grows day by day with the use of internet, smart mobile 

devices and social networking websites. Big data is a 

collection of data sets which is very large in size as well as 

complex and it is difficult for typical database software tools 

to store, manage and analyze. Big data introduces several 

challenges including noise accumulation, measurement 

errors, security and privacy. These challenges are 

distinguished and require new computational and statistical 

paradigm. The main focus of this paper is on security & 

privacy issues that are associated with big data in an 

organization. Big data applications benefits to most of the 

organizations, business, companies and many large scale 

and small scale industries where the information in big data 

is access from multiple domains. In such situation security 

and privacy should be maintained for the crucial part of 

information as well as for rest of the information too. For 

this purpose traditional security mechanisms are inadequate. 

In this paper we highlight big data specific security and 

privacy challenges for an organization. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Big data is a term which is widely used in our daily life and 

we all are in a flood of data. This has lead to a growing 

interest in the development of software tools capable in the 

automatic extraction of knowledge from data [1] and 

decisions are taken after extraction of information from data. 

Data mining is the process discovering interesting 

knowledge such as associations, same patterns, changes, 

anomalies and important structures from large amounts of 

data stored in databases, data warehouses or other 

information repositories. All organizations today are rapidly 

implementing big data programs to strategically change their 

business models to gain a competitive benefit, increase their 

bottom line, and expand their global presence. However, as 

such programs grow gradually they face potential conflict 

with an increasing number of international laws and 

international standards. Hence, each organization have to 

seek an appropriate balance of opportunities and challenges 

as they build out their big data governance programs to 

maximize big data’s benefits, while properly addressing 

issues related to global privacy, security of data, and 

compliance. These issues are compounded by the big four 

V's of Big Data — volume, velocity, variety and veracity [4]. 

So it requires greater focus on managing and assuring large 

volumes of data securely accessed from across multiple, 

widely dispersed fixed and deployed locations of 

organization. To keep track of all the ongoing events in an 

organization, the information security manager should 

analyses each and every data as every data set carries certain 

value [5]. This information can be prepared and changed over 

to some significant data. It includes a very big amount in 

gathering information. It is perpetually important to gather 

the right data. Information ought to be dependable and 

gathering solid data is again a major and complex 

assignment in itself. Hackers and people with malevolent 

intentions are the biggest threats for the enterprise 

information [6][7]. Internal threats are more about people and 

processes. Partners in business, employees and consultants 

who have the access to an enterprise environment can pose 

potential threat to its security [6][7]. 

The main purpose of privacy protection is to hide 

the sensitive information from the unauthorized access [8]. 

And as big data becomes more and more reachable security 

and privacy concerns are also increasing. Hence, 

conventional measures for security and privacy, which are 

adopted to secure big data analytics, are deficient. 

II. IMPORTANCE OF INFORMATION SECURITY & PRIVACY IN 

AN ORGANIZATION 

Information Security and privacy has a very important role 

to play in any organization. Organizations are spending big 

amount of currency to enhance their security. Might it be an 

open or a private division, a very much dealt with 

association's security assists in with developing a decent 

structure for an organization. These days security is one of 

the major challenges for organizations. Almost all of the 

organizations have already succeeded in applying safety at a 

considerable level but still many are lagging behind. Making 

the information secure, preventing intrusions and sensitive 

information disclosure is what every organization wants to 

do. Considering all these facts the main dispute is to 

implement information security and privacy at a level so that 

it can address the appropriate threats with utmost efficiency. 

III. NEED FOR DATA SECURITY & PRIVACY IN 

ORGANIZATION 

Many organizations use big data, but may not have the 

fundamental assets particularly from a security perspective. 

If a security breach occurs to big data, it would result in 

even more serious legal repercussions and reputational harm 

than at present. In this new digital era, many organizations 

are using the technology to store and analyze petabytes of 

data about their business and their customers. For making 

big data secure, techniques such as encryption, logging, 

honey pot detection must be necessary. Not only data 

security but also data privacy challenges are existing in 

industries as well as in federal organizations. With the 

growing use of big data in business, many companies are 

wrestling with privacy issues. Data privacy is a legal 

responsibility, thus companies must be on privacy defensive. 

But unlike security, privacy should be considered as an 

asset; therefore it becomes a selling point for both customers 

and other stakeholders. There should be a balance between 

data privacy and national security [2]. 
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IV. BIG DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY: A CHALLENGE FOR 

AN ORGANIZATION 

Traditional measures are inadequate for maintaining the 

security and privacy of big data in organization. Although 

the opportunities are on the door for those who take 

optimum advantage of them, Big Data carries security, 

privacy, and convey risks that are real and will continue to 

escalate. It is important that companies give consideration to 

the risks related to identification, re-identification, 

predictive analysis, the indiscriminate collection of data, and 

increased risk of data contravention, which can result in new 

data creation when combining data from a multitude of 

sources as organizations seek to optimize their Big Data 

programs [3]. 

A. Security Issues of Big Data: 

As the size of data being collected continues to grow, more 

and more companies are building big data warehouses to 

store, aggregate and extract meaning of data. Big data 

provides an enormous competitive advantage for 

corporations; serving businesses tailor their products to 

consumer needs, identify and minimize corporate 

inefficiencies, and share data with user groups across the 

enterprise. Unfortunately, legitimate organizations aren’t the 

only groups that are going to become expand. Large sets of 

consolidated data are a captivating target for cyber attackers. 

Breaching an organization’s big data store can provide 

groups of criminal with great payoffs and more recognition 

from a single attack. And when attackers set their visual 

perception on big data store, the effects can be devastating 

for the affected organizations. Terabytes of data in these big 

data store may include a company’s crown jewels: customer 

data, employee data, and trade secrets. Securing and 

privatization of big data comes with its own unique 

challenges beyond being a high-value target. It’s not that big 

data security is basically different from traditional data 

security. Big data security challenges arise because of 

incremental differences, not fundamental ones. The 

differences between big data environments and traditional 

data environments include [12]: 

 The data collected, aggregated, and analyzed for 

big data analysis 

 The infrastructure used to store and house big data 

 The technologies applied to analyze structured and 

unstructured big data 

B. Real-World Example: 

A single successful data security breach comprising millions 

of records can result in multimillion-dollar losses and other 

serious consequences for the victimized organization. One 

high-profile example is the Target data breach of late 2013, 

in which cybercriminals stole account data for millions of 

Target’s retail shoppers. At least 40 million credit cards 

were compromised, according to the retail chain’s estimates, 

and the thieves also stole personal information, including 

names, addresses, email addresses, and phone numbers of as 

many as 110 million customers. Target’s stock dropped 

dramatically following the breach, and the company faced 

numerous lawsuits, including one from a group of financial 

institutions claiming tens of millions of dollars in damages. 

In the wake of the breach, the company’s CEO and CIO, 

who had both worked at Target for decades, resigned [13].  

C. Privacy Issue of Big data: 

Privacy issues in big data often put companies and 

consumers in adversarial positions. It doesn't have to be that 

way. When it comes to big data privacy practices, most 

organizations are baffled about how to respect consumer 

privacy and still get the data they need to make their 

enterprises profitable. This is particularly true for 

organizations using mobile apps, which often collect all 

manner of data about user location and habits. Organizations 

need to balance the need to gather consumer data to 

monetize services with the need for consumers to trust the 

services that are offered. Consumers must be treated as full 

partners in this value-exchange by helping them understand 

why their data is collected, how it is used, and what it is 

used for. That means transparency and a focus on clear 

privacy policies that are fully comprehensible and easy to 

read on a tiny mobile screen. In some parts of the world this 

is becoming a legal necessity, which companies turn into an 

asset [14].  

The Big Data comprises of several issues such as 

storage issues [15], management issues, privacy issues and 

inconsistency issues. Among these issues the privacy and 

inconsistency issues are the major rising up issues which are 

going to address. Among these issues the privacy issues are 

as below [16]:  

1) Individual privacy 

2) Geo Information Privacy 

3) Business Privacy 

4) Log Storage Privacy 

5) Underprivileged Privacy 

D. Real world Example: 

In October 2015, the British telecommunications provider 

Talk Talk suffered a data breach when a group of 15-years 

old hackers stole information on its 4 million customers. 

The stock price of the company fell substantially due to the 

issue – around 12% – owing largely to the bad publicity 

surrounding the leak. For the third time in a year, the UK 

internet and telephone provider Talk Talk is in the spotlight 

following a cyber incident. Already in the news this year for 

hosting compromised ad banners on its site, this latest 

breach seems to have pushed many backers over the edge. 

The stock price of the company has fallen substantially due 

to the issue – around 10% – owing largely to the bad 

publicity surrounding the leak. With unknown hackers 

accessing the confidential database of the company, much of 

which Talk Talk has admitted to being left unencrypted, 

there is a risk that names, addresses, phone numbers and 

even credit card and bank account information could be at 

great risk. The firm has advised customers to “keep an eye 

on your accounts over the next few months” and report 

anything suspicious to their bank or Action Fraud, the UK’s 

fraud reporting centre. Talk Talk is also offering its 

customers free credit monitoring for a year, in order to 

monitor their financial status more accurately. However, the 

way in which individual customers can take legal action 

against the firm; such as with the class action lawsuit against 

Ashley Madison for a similar data breach, is yet to be seen. 

In the meantime, you should be considering ways in which 

you can recognize when a company you are a customer of is 

victim of a data breach: the cyscon Security Shield [17]. 

http://www.irishexaminer.com/examviral/technology-and-gaming/qa-everything-you-need-to-know-about-talktalk-cyber-breach-361004.html
http://www.irishexaminer.com/examviral/technology-and-gaming/qa-everything-you-need-to-know-about-talktalk-cyber-breach-361004.html
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V. CONCLUSION 

The term big data means a collection of huge amount of 

data. This data is then processed to extract specific 

information. Security and Privacy of big data is most 

important because of confidential information may have 

negative effect on someone's life, hence it is necessary to 

provide security and privacy to the information which is 

confidential and crucial. This paper highlight security and 

privacy issues occurred in an organization which uses big 

data. It shows why organization should provide security and 

privacy to big data. It also represents some security 

challenges and privacy challenges faced by organizations. 

The paper explores some real world examples of 

organizations who suffer from security and privacy issues of 

big data.  
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